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Katana
Bo Staff
Nunchaku
Naginata
Kau sin kai
Shuriken x3

So

The Black - Secret master of the
Teiku Kensei dark art

Birth Name: So Yukatori
Fighting Name: The Black
Gender: Male
Inventory Items:

Name:

Action Cards:
0
0
0
0
0

Move x2
Attack x2
Leap x2
Flying Attack x2
Block x2

Special Abilities
Sen has the following powers only when his twin brother So is in the arena.
Mirror move
May choose to use either your action or your twin's action each turn. This is
done after action cards are revealed. Note: You may not leap or do other
special moves unless your previous actions allow this to occur.
Sacrifice
One twin can sacrifice themselves and lose 2 points (-2 score) to allow the
other twin to use (add) their move or attack action. The twin must decide in
what order they occur BEFORE action cards are revealed.
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Background:
So is the "black twin" of the Sen So Arena. He is known for his deceitful and
cunning nature.
So has white hair and will always be seen wearing black. He is left handed and
will typically wear the Sen So Yin-Yang on a black headband.
He is known to have practiced in the dark arts.
So is best known for his unbroken winning streak in team tournaments, where he
will always be with his twin brother Sen. They earned great sums of money with
their tournament wins and started the Sen So school and arena in their local town.
So's best friends are Tate and Tounyuu, both of which are members of a local
underground criminal organization.

Self-Sacrifice
One twin can sacrifice themselves and lose 4 points (-4 score) to allow the
other twin to use (add) their move or attack action. The twin decides in what
order they occur AFTER action cards are revealed.
Notes:
Sen and So tend to attack and move in alternate actions with each other. This
gives them the power to choose between a move and attack action each turn.
They also prefer to have multiple space attack weapons, such as nunchaku.
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So - "I do love life. There is so much for the taking and I have so much left I want.
My only regret is that I still rely too much on others.
It is funny to think about how hard my brother works for only half the result. If only
he knew my true power. I have studied hard to learn the dark way of Teiku Kensei.
This has given me the ability to use our connection as twins to steal from his
efforts. I get half of all he works so hard to obtain. Ha! Keep training brother, I
need it!"

